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piece of plain paper, leaving the head
showing. It will then be noticed how the
head gives the impression of a bird of in
dividual character; reverse the process
and cover the head, and the bird has no
significant visual qualities.

Many a good Budgerigar which wins its
class on head qualities can fail to gain a
premier award when its overall head and
body qualities are taken into considera
tion. We hear fanciers talking of trying to
breed a carrot-shaped Budgerigar; this
may be possible in large birds, but if this
shape is adopted in small to medium
sized specimens, then the tapered body
style tends to diminish the birds.

When judging a Budgerigar we must
remember to see it from four different
angles: front, side and left and right.
Width of head is most imponant in a
well-strucrured bird and this aspect can
only be assessed from the front view.

The definition of the Ideal states that
the eye must be central in the bird. In ac
tual fact, the eye is positioned about
3/16 in. away from the cere.

The head is by far the most important
pan of the exhibition Budgerigar, but
without the body conforming to the
standard also, it would be relatively dif
ficult, when judging to make the
necessary comparison between size and
style. Presuming that the birds we keep
are of a good size, style (or type or shape)
is also imponant.

One of the biggest problems that
fanciers have encountered over the years
is to produce birds with that straight
back line without the presence of a
hump, or bump, at the back of the neck.
If we study the formation of a bird's neck
and shoulder muscles we see that the
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As breeders and exhibitors of Budgeri
gars we are constantly aware of the
challenge to be one better than fellow
fanciers on the show bench and in the
breeding room, The difficulties en
countered on the exhibition side of our
hobby depend on the method of staging
the birds and the quality of our stock as
seen by another fancier (the judge) on
the day of the show.

Whether or not we are successful
breeders can be measured by our skill
and the method of stock selection; skill
of breeding can come through experi
ence but having an eye for the right type
of Budgerigar can play a major part in
our success or downfall.

Where the selection of stock to pro
duce better offspring is concerned, the
experienced fancier can see what has to
be removed and what has to be added.
The beginner, however, has to build up
a mental picture of what he is aiming
for.

A bird excelling in head qualities has
that edge over its opponents. To breed
birds with better heads we must know
what to look for. Most present-day head
faults are due to lack of backskull and
birds which are too narrow across the
head when viewed from the front.

The controlling factors that govern the
width and size of head depend on the
skull formation; this will come through
pairing together birds with well-formed
skull structure, If a fancier can purchase a
bird with a fair head and pair it to a part
ner excelling in head formation, his
chances of producing birds with the
desired head are increased.

If the reader has a picture of an exhibi
tion Budgerigar to hand, he should tty
covering the body of the bird with a
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Our nets feature 100%~~~~~fI1
nylon netting, hardwood
handles, and spring steel
hoops.
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30" long
2'" wide
23" high
'6 Ibs.

$3.00
1000 $24.00

$4.95
$1.75
$8.95
$3.95
$5.95
$2.95
$2.65
$3.00
$4.95
$5.00
$3.50
$2.75
$2.50
$3.50
$2.00
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$3.95
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NEW...
Plastic
Nesting Box

$6.95 each
4-$22.00

$60.00 dozen

No. 40

40z

for Canaries. Finches. Parakeets.
Flying Squirrels.

40z

50z

574.75
Prepaid

CAGES

Pine River 7 , Minn. 56474

527.50

CAGE BIRD MEDICATIONS
AVI Mycrn - 12 AntibiotiC Tablets for rndivldual treatment
Aureomycrn Tablets - Treats many rnternal infectlon3
Aureomycrn - Water Soluable - or TerramYCin (chOice of)
Bird Orntment - For Individual wound treatment
Emtryl -- For Tnchomoniasls. Ghlardia. Histomoniasis. Blackhead
Feather Glo - Spray Bottle. cleans. promotes healing. beautifies
Galilmycrn - For control of Chronic Respiratory Disease. Coryza
Headstart - A complete eaSily mixed vltamrn combrnatlon
KWlck-Stop Styplc Powder stops bleeding
Lrnatone - A Supplement to Aid Feathenng one ounce
Neo-Terramycrn Concentrate - A combrnation of antibiotiCS
Nitrofurazone - Treatment for Paratyphoid and Coccidosls one Ib
No Mlta Spray - Makes It easy to control mites. Aerosol spray can
Bird Protector - DeodOrizes. hang rn cage for lice & mites
Ornacyln - Treatment for Respiratory 8 capsules
Pecllllin - An aid rn treatment of Diarrhea 4 Oz
Pet Mycm for Birds - 10 Aureomycrn Tablets
Streseez - A popular Vitamin Mineral Supplement
Stroud Birdie V,tamrn Drops - For bird health
Suimet - Treatment and control of Cocadosls 160z
TerramyCin - Treats Enertis. Chronic Respiratory Disease
TerramyCin Eye Ointment
Tramlsol - For treatment of Internal Parasites. Pin Worms. etc
Tn Sulfa Bird Remedy
Wheat Germ Oil - For dietary supplement to promote good health

FEED SAVER

Economical PLASTIC
Feeder - Founts

Use your own fruit Jar. Periect for all
cage birds. Can be used for either
water or seeds. Measures 3'/4" x 4W·
Depth 112". Made of the very best high
impact plastic in assorted colors.

$1.25 each, 6· $7.95
12 . $12.95 Prepaid

Midget Fount Feeders
So handy! Ideal for limited space use,
only 3" diameter, 5" high, one inch

-opening. 1V2 cup capacity. No. 346.

$2.85 each, 6 . $11.95
$19.95 dozen Prepaid

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

No. 10
$1.25
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CAGE FEEDER
Easy 10 fill Without removing Large hopper With 2
cup capacity Unique. s~'lItary arr"rlgement With
removable waste feed compartment. Waste

....~ feed IS easily recovered Made of clear high 1m,..c? pact washable plastiC Attaches to most cage
~ doors Measures 3' 1 x 2-7/8 x 6-3/8 high

":::-"., ~~~Removeable Waste Feed
~~:d!'-~~- --'J COMPARTMENT
~~. ~J

r,{::..~, I -:J.--- $3.95 each

I
" -,; 6 . $19.50

_______' ';. / $35.00 dozen

Plastic Cage Nest
$11.95 dozen
$19.952 dozen

~"Olilmeler melai

Ir am~ wIth ::.creen

WI r e ~ QU Ip Ped

wI1h hanger

5270 ea. ppd.
6 - 513.50 ppd
12 - 52260 ppd

NEW - - Stromberl{ 56 page Color Catalog $1.00 - - deductible.
CAST ALUMINUM No. 21 DOUBLE BREEDING CAGE
POP BOITLE
FOUNTS
WIth an ordmary pop bottle
you have a, handy fountain,
Ideal for small groups Aab
bIts, GUinea PIgS, Parrots,
Cage Birds cannot chew 10
c1estroy them Held to the oul
Side of your cage by a holdlflq
spring, it prOjects Inside
most convenient Measures
2" x 1", only I,," deep

$14.00 dozen prepaid

~
Cage Bird Tube

II'if FEEDER DRINKER
, Universally popular Attaches

, ' to your cages with attaching
: 1/' 'I clips Included 15/16 dla-

~ ~ I'I' I I I meter 8 Inches
, I II 'I long Dnnklng area

I
'; /1'11 '2 xl'"

f' 3 for $4.95y $12.95 P'epa;d
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RT. 1, BOX 218M • RED BLUFF, CA 96080

(916) 527-6465

Swans are my only business.

• AUSTRALIAN BLACKS
• BLACK-NECKED
• MUTE SWANS
• TRUMPETERS

• ROSE-BREASTED COCKA TaOS
• CONURES

A Dedicated Hobby

JColland
JJird and JisR

Jarm--~
J Theo van Seggelen

Roermondseweg 66a
6004 AT Weert

Call: The Netherlands (4950) 37211
or

Call: Canada (514) 562·2633

Now available:
The nicest Congo African greys
in the country. Ship anywhere

in Canada and the U.S.A.

Also cages and other equ ipment,
many leading European manufacturers,

at very competitive prices.

We take captive raised
cockatoos, parrots I and macaws

in exchange.
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head will grow relatively more slowly
than the body; consequently when in
nest feather a Budgerigar will show
balance, style and shape.

When the body develops, it seems to
outgrow the head. A dip in the neck is
caused by a large headed bird with
hardly any neck structure or muscle.

If we can get a mental picture of the
oudine of the bird ~nd visualize a styIe
for which we must aim, we can then start
to consider colour and variety.

The stance of the bird, while in a show
cage, is most important. Many Budgeri
gars have the bad habit of lying across

Opaline grey showing superb head qualities.
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the perch. This is possibly due to over
weight, but if such a bird has no weight
problem, it must be of poor shape and
suffering from lack of training.

To judge only the stance of a bird is
unfair, but good position gives an ex
hibit an advantage over others. If stance
is bred into our birds it makes the train
ing programme that much easier. Some
birds possess that inborn showmanship.

I find that having the youngsters in
training cages with a mature cock bird
helps them to settle down and learn how
to stand correctly.

The tail and wing playa major role in
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VALENTINE EQUIPMENT COMPANY' P.O. BOX 487 • 7510 S. MADISON ST.• HINSDALE, IL 60521

Please send copies of VALENTINE'S CATALOG

ENCLOSED $ TO COVER COST.
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NEW

CATALOG
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the exhibition Budgerigar. A tail that
drops, or is out of line with the body, is a
fault. And a long tail can throw the body
out of balance.

A young bird will catch the eye of the
judge if it has lost its first tail and grown
another. By carefully removing the bird' s
nest feather tail at approximately eight
weeks old, new feathers will be fully
grown in time for the first shows.

Wings must be as defined in the BS
written standard. Those of a Normal
should be white or yellow on a black
ground and free from "thumb" marks.
Although the latter can eliminate the
melanin in the bird, it results in a poor
blending of colours. Opaline birds in re
cent years have tended to have black
areas on their wings and saddle.

The mask is most importan t as it clear
ly defines a bird's "personality." Judges
should give more serious consideration to
the mark. Nature provided it for display.

The mask of an exhibition bird must
be deep, with well defined SpotS of equal
size and shape. SpotS must be round and
not oval.

I like to see the SPOtS carried on the
correct part of the mask. Spacing be
tween the centre SpotS creates a problem
when they are parted. This is found in
particular in coarse feathered birds. The
mask can be deepened by breeding from
birds with excellent masks and good
SpotS have to be in the family makeup in
order that this important feature can be
passed on to the offspring.

A few years ago birds were seen on the
show bench with uneven SpotS but in re
cent years as a result of selective breeding
such birds seemed to have disappeared.

Developing good spots in Budgerigars
can be a painstaking process over several
breeding seasons. Sometimes a pair of
birds carrying excellent SpotS will
produce young with poor Spots.

If of good size, such youngsters can be
kept to' pair to well-spotted progeny,
which in time will produce birds which
Sport good sets of Spots.

The present-day craze for size has
crept into other forms of bird exhibiting,
in Zebra Finches for example. It is ob
vious to me that many a fancier's skill
has been assessed on his wins on the
bench with big birds.

We all like to own big birds but there
is a limit even in this craze for size. The
good, large specimens of today have
been carefully bred and cultured by very
experienced fanciers who, through the
powers of elimination and lack of sen
timentality, have made their presence
felt. A big Budgerigar possessing sryle,
type and stance is surely everybody's
dream come true .•
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